
Dungeon Brawl

Play Win Earn- -



Mission statement 

Own what you earn



The Problem

Currently the gamers don’t have full control on their 

in-game assets. 

What happens if their account gets banned for any 

reason on a particular gaming platform, all of their hard 

earned in-game assets are gone forever?

The gaming community needs to have control over their 

in game assets after having played for multiple hours on 

the platform. These assets need to be tradeable even 

outside the gaming platform.



The Solution

Dungeon Brawl is a play to Earn RPG game 
built on the Rinkeby Blockchain

- In Game Store
- NFT rewards
- ERC20 Token Rewards
- Rarible lazyminting to place instant 

orders
- NFT storage and IPFS to host NFT 

metadata
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TECH STACK, FEATURES AND PROTOCOLS USED



HOW 
DOES 
IT 
ALL 
WORK
?



How it works?

Step 1
Login using MetaMask 
Wallet

Step 2
Play the game and pass the 
levels. Get rewarded with 
unique NFTs. We are working 
on creating game assets as 
NFTs and making them 
exchangeable and tradeable.

Step 3
Mint NFTs using Lazy Minting on 
Rarible Rinkeby contract, so the NFTs 
get minted on the event an order is 
placed, NFT metadata is stored on the 
IPFS



Lazy mint NFT





Future Revenue model
1. We have planned to build the game 

upon freemium model. Wherein 
players can play the game for free 
upto certain levels. After that they 
need to pay using $DGN tokens or Fiat 
currency to unlock the new levels and 
character.

These $DGN tokens are also used for 
all the in game transactions and 
governance in the DAO. 

2. We are planning to build SDKs for 
game-devs using Phaser3 engine to 
enable them to connect their games to 
the decentralised world of crypto. We 
can charge the devs for using our SDK 
after onboarding a certain number of 
users on their game.
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Thank You


